The Quartz + series of hour meters provide performance and reliability. Features includes a highly reliable drive mechanism and odometer gear train combined with the accuracy of quartz crystal timing. Accurate to +/- 0.02% from -40° to 185°F. Total digital quartz readout is 99999.9 hours. Easy-to-read white numerals on black face dials. Sealed against dirt and moisture. Meets requirements of spec. MIL-L-39718, Power: 12 – 32 V DC. Models 85094, 85001 and 85011 read "Total Hours". Model 85012 reads "Flight Hours".

Hobbs Hour Meter 85094  
Model 85001  
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Hobbs Hour Meter 85012  

PRESSION SWITCH FOR HOBBS HOUR METERS  
Hobbs Hour Meter 85094  
Hobbs Hour Meter 85001  
Hobbs Hour Meter 85011  
Hobbs Hour Meter 85012  

Hobbs Hour Meter 85001  

P/N 15006  
Hobbs Hour Meter 85011  
Hobbs Hour Meter 85012  

Hardware. If meter is connected im proper ly it will not operate but meter will stop instantly when power is applied or removed. Furnished with mounting hardware. Mounts in 4-40V. Recommended for use on aircraft because they start or run without EMF interference. 1 Antenna cable winds around your spark plug wire. 30A SHT-030 Shunt for Amp/Voltmeter, 0-60A. 10-03415 $31.85

6 feet. This unit is potted to prevent damage from moisture and vibration. Lithium battery life 5 + years, not replaceable. One year warranty.

FEATURES INCLUDE A HIGHLY RELIABLE DRIVE MECHANISM AND ODOMETER GEAR TRAIN COMBINED WITH THE ACCURACY OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL TIMING. ACCURATE TO +/- 0.02% FROM -40° TO 185°F. TOTAL DIGITAL QUARTZ READOUT IS 99999.9 HOURS. EASY-TO-READ WHITE NUMERALS ON BLACK FACE DIALS. SEALED AGAINST DIRT AND MOISTURE. MEETS REQUIREMENTS OF SPEC. MIL-L-39718.
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